Tillerson Says Up to North Korea to Decide When to Ready to Engage in Talks

CAIRO - U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said Monday any possible negotiations with North Korea over its nuclear and ballistic missile programs can only take place if Pyongyang shows it is ready to engage in meaningful talks.

"I think it’s too early to judge Tillerson," said analyst直到 recently considered to be a "stiff" at math. The education minister released a report Monday commissioned by renewable mathematicians and legislature officials. Villains describing "cat- astrophic" scores and recommendations to turn things around. France's math scores have been declining for at least 10 years, according to most of the country's leading on this page. The report urges better math training for primary school teachers, most of whom come from literary or social studies backgrounds. It recommends more hands-on activities, efforts to teach children early to calculate in their heads, and support for high-achieving students, especially in abstract math. (AP)

France FM Visits Cyprus to Discuss Reconstruction

Riak, South Sudan – French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian visited on Monday to discuss the war-torn country's recon- struction, in the face of unprecedented polarisation within the Fr- ench government. "We agreed we would continue our cooperation," said Foreign Minister Ibrahim Kalonji, "and increase our diplomatic presence in this region." (AP)

Dutch Foreign Minister Admits Lying About Meeting with Putin

The Hague, Netherlands – In a potentially damaging admis- sion on the eve of his visit to Moscow as a member of the Russian delegation, Foreign Minister Halbe Zijlstra admitted Monday that he had met Russian President Vladimir Putin in 2006. Zijlstra issued a state- ment confirming the admission he made to the Russian media last week that he had met Putin in 2006. Zijlstra said he had been present as an employee of former Foreign Minister Wouter Bos at Putin's state- visit to the Netherlands in 2006. The Russian president had reportedly said that he was not present at the meeting. (AP)

France Wants to Fix "Catastrophic" Math Scores, Conquer Fear

Paris, France – France is at risk of falling behind in math and science because of low scores, according to a new report. The report urges better math training for primary school teachers, most of whom come from literary or social studies backgrounds. It recommends more hands-on activities, efforts to teach children early to calculate in their heads, and support for high-achieving students, especially in abstract math. (AP)

Turkishmen Aims At UNESCO World Heritage List with National Carpet- Weaving Art

Ankara, Turkey – Turkey is planning to adopt carpet-weaving art to the UNESCO World Heritage list. In a written statement, the Turkish Tourism Minister, Mehmet Turhan, said: "Carpet weaving, which is part of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, is a distinct Turkish cultural heritage. It is a symbol of our cultural identity and a reminder of our historical roots." (AP)

President Rouhani in Tehran on Friday for 3-Day Visit

Iran's President Hassan Rouhani arrived in Tehran on Friday for a three-day visit, his first since the US under President Donald Trump announced a unilateral decision to leave the 2015 nuclear agreement. Rouhani is in Iran to travel to India and China in the next two weeks, with regional and international developments as his main points of focus. He also plans to visit Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, as well as to meet with leaders in various fields. (AP)
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Bruno Johnson Discusses Rohina's, Elections in Nigeria

BANGKO – British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson met with President Muhammadu Buhari on Monday to discuss the war-torn country's recon- struction, in the face of unprecedented polarisation within the Fr-ench government. "We agreed we would continue our cooperation," said Foreign Minister Ibrahim Kalonji, "and increase our diplomatic presence in this region." (AP)

French FM Visits Cyprus to Discuss Reconstruction

Riak, South Sudan – French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian visited on Monday to discuss the war-torn country's recon- struction, in the face of unprecedented polarisation within the Fr-ench government. "We agreed we would continue our cooperation," said Foreign Minister Ibrahim Kalonji, "and increase our diplomatic presence in this region." (AP)

Dutch Foreign Minister Admits Lying About Meeting with Putin

The Hague, Netherlands – In a potentially damaging admis- sion on the eve of his visit to Moscow as a member of the Russian delegation, Foreign Minister Halbe Zijlstra admitted Monday that he had met Russian President Vladimir Putin in 2006. Zijlstra issued a state-ment confirming the admission he made to the Russian media last week that he had met Putin in 2006. Zijlstra said he had been present as an employee of former Foreign Minister Wouter Bos at Putin's state-visit to the Netherlands in 2006. The Russian president had reportedly said that he was not present at the meeting. (AP)

France Wants to Fix "Catastrophic" Math Scores, Conquer Fear

Paris, France – France is at risk of falling behind in math and science because of low scores, according to a new report. The report urges better math training for primary school teachers, most of whom come from literary or social studies backgrounds. It recommends more hands-on activities, efforts to teach children early to calculate in their heads, and support for high-achieving students, especially in abstract math. (AP)
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Ex Calls on Fighters to Disrupt Egypt’s Vote With Attacks

CAIRO - A video purportedly by the Islamic State's Syrian branch was released in Egypt on Monday calling its fighters to stage attacks during next month's presidential elections and warning Egyptians to stay away from polling centers. The authorities in the 23-minute video posted late Sunday on websites known to be sympathetic to the terror group posted late Sunday by the authorities in the 23-minute video posted late Sunday on websites known to be sympathetic to the terror group. (AP)
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